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Abstract We present a data-mining approach to climate classiﬁcation and analysis. Local climates are represented as time series of climatic variables. A similarity
between two local climates is calculated using the dynamic time warping (DTW)
function that allows for scaling and shifting of the time axis to model the similarity more appropriately than a Euclidean function. A global grid of climatic data is
clustered into 5 and 13 climatic classes, and the resultant world-wide map of climate
types is compared to the empirical Köppen–Geiger classiﬁcation. We also present
a concept of climate search—an interactive, Internet-based application that allows
retrieval and mapping of world-wide locations having climates similar to a userselected location query.
Keywords Climate classiﬁcation ⋅ Dynamic time warping ⋅ Climate search ⋅ Clustering ⋅ Similarity

1 Introduction
Global climate classiﬁcation (CC) schemes discretize a multitude of local climates
(LCs) across the earth’s land surface in order to identify several typical climate types
and to map their geographical extents. Thus, a CC scheme simpliﬁes spatial variability of climates and makes analysis of their temporal change easier. CCs are used to
study relationships between climate and other elements of environment, including
the biota, hydrology, and agriculture. They also are used to provide visualization of
global climate datasets and to illustrate climate change.
Classical CC schemes, such as, the popular Köppen–Geiger classiﬁcation (KGC)
(Köppen 1936; Kottek et al. 2006), rely on heuristic decision rules reﬂecting a body
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of environmental and geographical research to identify climate types and to delineate
boundaries between them. The KGC has been widely used, and has become a de
facto standard for global CC. However, from a modern perspective, the KGC appears
to be rather arbitrary and not consistent with today’s preference for data-oriented
approaches to classiﬁcation problems.
A data-oriented approach is feasible because of the availability of large, worldwide climate datasets. A climate dataset is a large collection of geographical locations for which climate variables are given. The coordinates of these locations constitute a geographic space; they are not used directly to ﬁnd climate types. Climate
variables constitute a climate space, and are used to ﬁnd climate types through a
clustering process. Clustering divides climate space into mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive clusters in a way that maximizes intra-cluster homogeneity of
LCs and their inter-cluster heterogeneity between cluster exemplars. Cluster exemplars are identiﬁed with climate types. Once clusters are found, their members are
reassembled in geographic space, resulting in a map of climate types.
Previous studies about global classiﬁcation of climates via clustering (Zscheischler et al. 2012; Metzger et al. 2012; Zhang and Yan 2014) relied on a generic, not
a climate domain-speciﬁc, set of clustering techniques that includes: representing
LCs by vectors of climate variables, and using Euclidean distance to calculate dissimilarity between LCs. However, a LC is an annually repeating pattern of weather
conditions, and thus is more naturally represented by a time series rather than by a
vector. A time series representation of a LC takes into consideration month-to-month
sequencing information that vector representation does not provide. Given a time
series representation of LCs, the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance (Berndt
and Cliﬀord 1994), rather than Euclidean distance, is the most logical choice for
measuring dissimilarities between two LCs.
In this chapter, we present a new, data-oriented approach to a global CC, one
that is based on a time series representation of LCs and on using the DTW as a
distance function. We also introduce a new analytical tool—climate search—as a
means of studying similarities of climates across the world. Climate search (CS)
is an interactive, internet-based application that retrieves locations having climates
similar to a user-identiﬁed query. It works using a paradigm of similarity search. This
paradigm was previously used in a spatial domain for ﬁnding patterns of land cover
similar to a query pattern (Stepinski et al. 2014), but here we apply it to a temporal
domain for ﬁnding LCs (time series) similar to a query climate.

2 Data and Methods
In the following sections, we present input data and their relevant pre-processing
steps, the method of calculating the similarity of LC and CC, and the method used
to compare CC results.
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2.1 Data Source
We use a gridded climatic dataset available from the WorldClim project (Hijmans
et al. 2005). The following monthly variables are used: air temperature (T), maximum air temperature (Tmax ), minimum air temperature (Tmin ), and total precipitation
(P). These are the only WorldClim variables available as monthly variables. All data
are long-term averages calculated from measurements taken between 1950 and 2000.
The 30 arc-second grid, having spatial extent of (180◦ W, 60◦ S) − (180◦ E, 90◦ N),
is obtained by interpolating measurements from world-wide networks of climate
stations. The geographic distribution of locations of these stations can be found
in Hijmans et al. (2005). The original reference system of this dataset is WGS84
(EPSG:4326).

2.2 Data Preprocessing
WorldClim data are preprocessed diﬀerently, depending on application to either
global CC or CS.
For CC, the data ﬁrst were reprojected to the Mollweide projection (EPSG:54009).
This allows clustering of cells having near equal areas (Usery and Seong 2001). We
need equal area cells for evaluating similarity between diﬀerent classiﬁcations (Cannon 2012). To reduce the size of the grid, we resampled the Mollweide grid to spatial
resolution 75 km × 75 km, resulting in 213 × 482 grid cells, of which 23,979 represent land surface and the rest represent water (nodata).
For CS, the data ﬁrst were reprojected to the spherical Mercator projection
(EPSG:3857). By using this projection, the data and the results can be visualized
in a web browser using Google or Bing maps as background for convenient reference. Reprojected data were resampled to a spatial resolution of 4 km × 4 km. This
resolution is ﬁne enough to distinguish between LCs, but, at the same time, coarse
enough so that the time of search across the entire world is only about 40 seconds
per query.

2.3 Variables and Their Normalization
A LC is deﬁned as a 12-month-long time series constructed from climate data at a
particular grid cell. The data ﬁrst are corrected to remove a phase shift caused by sun
position change during the year. With this correction, the clustering algorithm can
ﬁnd climate types that occur simultaneously in both northern and southern hemispheres. We use the following three climate variables:
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∙ air temperature, T, a measure of average thermal conditions;
∙ precipitation, P, a measure of humidity of the climate and
∙ air temperature range, dT = Tmax − Tmin , a measure of thermal conditions, variability.
CC and CS can be conducted using either two variables (T, P) or three variables
(T, P, dT). The two-variable classiﬁcation (T, P) adheres to the KGC protocol of
describing climate types using variables derivable only from the values of monthly
averages of temperature and precipitation. By adding the third variable, the classiﬁcation also takes into account an in-month variability of thermal conditions.
The ranges of the three selected variables are as follows:
∙ air temperature: (−50, 40) [◦ C],
∙ air temperature range: (0, 25) [◦ C] and
∙ precipitation: (0, 1550) [mm/month].
For the variables to contribute equally to the value of dissimilarity between two
LCs, they need to be normalized to a common range of [0,1]. This is a standard way
to normalize climate variables (see, e.g., Zhang and Yan 2014); we refer to such
normalization as “global” and denote it by the letter g. Another problem is the distribution of the values of these variables. In particular, P has a distribution that is
highly skewed toward large values. This means that an overwhelming number of normalized values of precipitation are very small, resulting in diminishing inﬂuence of
P on the overall value of dissimilarity. To prevent this from happening, we introduce
a “modiﬁed” normalization of P (denoted by the letter l):
{
P←

P
,
350

1,

if P ≤ 350
if P > 350

(1)

With this deﬁnition, the top 1 % of the highest values of P (≥350 mm/month) are
normalized to one, the remaining 99 % have a better behaving distribution of their
values, and the inﬂuence of precipitation on the value of dissimilarity is restored.
A time series representing a LC is a multivariate time series. Each cell (location)
is described by a time series of 12 two-dimensional (or three-dimensional) vectors
Vi , i, 1, … , 12:
LC = (V1 , V2 , ..., V12 ),
where

{
in the case of two variables
(Ti , Pi ),
Vi =
(Ti , Pi , dTi ) in the case of three variables
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Monthly variability LC climate #1

Monthly variability LC climate #2

Monthly variability LC climate #2

Fig. 1 Two ways of calculating distance between time series: a Euclidean distance and b DTW

2.4 Dissimilarity Measure
We use the DTW algorithm (Rabiner and Juand 1993) to calculate a dissimilarity
(also referred to as a “distance”) between any two LCs. DTW is widely used in calculating distances between time series.
The main idea of the DTW is to ﬁnd an optimal alignment of two time series
before calculating a distance between them. This alignment minimizes the sum of
distances between the elements of the two series. The diﬀerence between Euclidean
distance and the DTW distance (Fig. 1) is that DTW synchronizes two time series,
thus ﬁnding two LCs similar even if there are some time shifts in their variability.
The matrix of distances between two series consists of Euclidean distances
between each pair of their constituent vectors. For example, the {2, 3} element of
such a matrix is the Euclidean distance between a vector of climatic variables characterizing the month of February in the ﬁrst series, and a vector of climatic variables
characterizing the month of March in the second series. The general description of
the DTW is as follows: for two time series v1 , v2 with length N, the DTW algorithm
ﬁnds alignments s1 , s2 , ..., sM and t1 , t2 , ..., tM , such that
⎧s = t = 1,
1
⎪1
⎪sM = tM = N,
⎨
⎪0 ≤ sk+1 − sk ≤ 1
⎪0 ≤ tk+1 − tk ≤ 1
⎩

for k = 1, 2, ..., M − 1,
for k = 1, 2, ..., M − 1.

(3)

and
DTW(v1 , v2 ) = min
s,t

M
∑

‖v1si − v2ti ‖

(4)

i=1

where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean distance between the two vectors. Note that the length of
the alignment sequence M ≥ N because the alignments do not have to be one-to-one.
Thus, DTW ﬁnds a minimum value path crossing the matrix of distances from the
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Fig. 2 Paths of summation of distances in a distance matrix: Euclidean distance (left) and the
DTW distance (right)

upper left-hand corner to the lower right-hand corner of the matrix. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2, with the left panel showing a path corresponding to the Euclidean distance
(which can, but does not have to, be minimal), and the right panel showing the minimal path corresponding to the DTW distance. Finding an optimal time warping path
is calculated eﬃciently using dynamic programming (Rabiner and Juand 1993).
Figure 3 shows an example of two locations for which a value of dissimilarity
between their climates is very diﬀerent, depending on whether it is calculated using
Euclidean distance or the DTW. Two-dimensional time series are shown as an illustration. Each time series is depicted as a three-dimensional curve showing dependence of temperature and precipitation on time (month). The curves in both panels
are identical, but the dotted lines, which show pairings of months used to calculate

Fig. 3 Example of climates at two locations for which the value of dissimilarity calculated using
the DTW measure is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the value of dissimilarity calculated using Euclidean distance
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a dissimilarity value, are diﬀerent. In the case of Euclidean distance, corresponding
months are compared, for example, January to January, whereas in the case of the
DTW, non corresponding months can be compared. As a result, the DTW dissimilarity is six times smaller than the Euclidean dissimilarity. According to Euclidean
distance, the two climates are not very similar because a month-to-month comparison of temperature and precipitation shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences. However, according to the DTW, the two climates are similar because their climatograms (blue and
orange curves in Fig. 3 have similar topologies despite diﬀerences in a phase and a
stretch. Therefore, human perception of climate is expected to be similar in the two
locations.

2.5 Clustering Methods and CCs Comparisons
To explore how CC depends on the number of variables, normalization protocol, a
dissimilarity function, clustering method, and a number of clusters, we calculate a
large number of CCs corresponding to the combination of these parameters. There
are two sets of variables ([T, P] and [T, P, dT]), two protocols of normalizations
(global and modiﬁed), two dissimilarity functions (Euclidean and DTW), two clustering methods (see the following paragraph), and two values for the number of clusters (see ensuing discussion). These result in 32 possible classiﬁcations plus the two
KGC for two diﬀerent numbers of clusters.
We used two diﬀerent clustering methods: hierarchical clustering with Ward linkage (Ward 1963) and partition around medoid (PAM) (Kaufman and Rousseeuw
1987). Both methods use only the values of dissimilarities between LCs; thus, the
ﬁrst step in using them is to calculate a 23,979 × 23,979 matrix of dissimilarities
between climates in all locations. We do not attempt to ﬁnd an optimal number of
clusters; rather, we assume either 5 or 13 clusters, which corresponds to the number
of clusters at the ﬁrst two levels of the KGC.
To quantify a degree to which two classiﬁcations partition the land surface into
similar or dissimilar climatic zones, we follow Zscheischler et al. (2012) in calculating an information theoretic index called the V-measure (Rosenberg and Hirschberg
2007), which measures the degree of association between two diﬀerent ways of delineating climatic zones. Brieﬂy, the V-measure evaluates spatial association between
two sets of climatic zones using two criteria: homogeneity and completeness. An
association satisﬁes the homogeneity criterion if for all climatic zones in the ﬁrst
classiﬁcation, each zone contains only locations that have a single climatic label in
the second classiﬁcation. An association satisﬁes the completeness criterion if for
all climatic zones in the second classiﬁcation, each zone contains only locations that
have a single climatic label in the ﬁrst classiﬁcation. Only two identical classiﬁcations satisfy completely both criteria. In the case of diﬀerent classiﬁcations, the Vmeasure calculates a degree to which these two criteria are satisﬁed. The V-measure
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is given by computing the harmonic mean of homogeneity and completeness measures. The range of V is [0,1], with 1 indicating a perfect correspondence between
two classiﬁcations. We use a value (1-V) to quantify dissimilarity between two classiﬁcations (not to be confused with dissimilarity between two LCs).

3 Climate Classifications
We calculate a value of (1-V) between each pair of 34 classiﬁcations (32 classiﬁcations based on our clustering method and the two KGCs), resulting in a 34 × 34
matrix of distances between classiﬁcations. Figure 4 shows the heat map (Wilkinson and Friendly 2009)—a graphical representation of this matrix with rows and
columns rearranged so the classiﬁcations most similar to each other are next to each
other in the matrix. The black-to-white color gradient indicates values of (1-V) from
small (similar classiﬁcations) to large (dissimilar classiﬁcations). Classiﬁcations are
numbered from 1 to 34, the ﬁrst two being the KGCs with 13 and 5 climate types,
Dissimilarity
Lowest = 0
Low

Highest=0.63
High

Fig. 4 A heat map illustrating a V-measure-based comparison between 34 diﬀerent CCs. The color
gradient indicates dissimilarities between pairs of classiﬁcations, from small to large. The numbers
after classiﬁcation names are the values of the Davies-Bouldin index (see Sect. 3 details)
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respectively. The remaining classiﬁcations are labeled to indicate the choice of free
parameters used; for example, TPdTl DTW PAM5 indicates a classiﬁcation obtained
using variables T, P, dT, modiﬁed normalization (l), the DTW dissimilarity function,
the PAM clustering algorithm, and 13 clusters. Similar classiﬁcations are identiﬁed
in the heat map as square reddish blocks located on the diagonal.
First, we note that for each protocol (the number of variables, normalization
and dissimilarity function) hierarchical clusterings (including KGCs) into 5 and 13
classes are similar. Hierarchical clusterings subdivide more broadly deﬁned climate
types (those resulting from dividing a dataset into 5 clusters) into constituent, more
narrowly-deﬁned climate types (those resulting from dividing a dataset into 13 clusters). The result of this hierarchy is the high spatial correspondence between partitionings.
Second, we note that, for a given number of variables, classiﬁcations obtained
using global (g) normalization are similar. This is especially true for classiﬁcations
based on only two variables. The g normalization reduces the inﬂuence of P on the
clustering of LCs, resulting in de facto delineation of thermal zones. No grouping is
observed for classiﬁcations that use “modiﬁed” (l) normalization.
Objective determination of the “best” classiﬁcation is not possible due to lack of
validation data. We certainly cannot treat the KGC as the ground truth. Each classiﬁcation delineates a climate dataset diﬀerently, based on the method used. The classiﬁcation maps reﬂect deﬁnitions of what constitute a climate and how climate similarity is described. Various classiﬁcations can be consider the “best” depending on
a given point of view or a speciﬁc application. From the point of view of homogeneity of climates within climate types, all clusterings are similarly homogeneous and
more homogeneous than the KGCs. The degree of homogeneity of climates within
a given clustering is measured using the Davies–Bouldin (DB) index (Davies and
Bouldin 1979). The values of the DB index are given in Fig. 4 following the names
of classiﬁcations. The smaller the value of the DB index, the better the homogeneity
of climate types in a classiﬁcation.
All 32 maps of climate types resulting from our classiﬁcations are not possible to
show here. We have selected only four maps for side-by-side comparison. Figure 5
shows a comparison between the TPdTl DTW PAM5 and the KG5. The KGC shows
the ﬁve well-established climate types: tropical A, arid B, temperate C, continental
D, and polar E. The TPdTl DTW PAM5 shows ﬁve unnamed climate types obtained
via clustering. A visual comparison of the two maps indicates that climatic types of
these two classiﬁcations can be matched to each other, although spatial extents of
matched types vary.
Figure 6 (top panel) shows a comparison between the TPdTl DTW PAM13 and
the KG13. The KGC shows the 13 well-established climate types: tropical rainforest
Af, tropical monsoon Am, tropical savanna Aw, arid desert BW, arid steppe BS,
temperate dry summer Cs, temperate dry winter Cw, temperate without dry season
Cf, continental dry summer Ds, continental dry winter Dw, continental without dry
season Df, polar tundra ET, and polar frost EF. The TPdTl DTW PAM13 shows
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TPdTl DTW PAM5

1 2

3 4

5

KG5

E D C B A
Fig. 5 A comparison of the clustering-based classiﬁcation (TPdT1 DTW PAM5), having 5 climate
types, with the KG5 classiﬁcation. Each classiﬁcation has its own legend to stress that clusterderived climate types may have diﬀerent meanings from KG climate type

13 unnamed climate types obtained via clustering. Of the 13 types resulting from
clustering, 6 can be matched to the KGC climate types: 4→Af, 13→BW, 2→ET,
2→DF, 5→Dw, and 11→BS. The remaining clustering types cannot be matched to
a KGC climate type.
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TPdTl DTW PAM 13

4 9 7 10 13 12 11 8 6 3 5 2 1
KG13

Af Am Aw BWBS Cs Cw Cf DsDw Df ET EF
Fig. 6 A comparison of the clustering-based classiﬁcation (TPdT1 DTW PAM5), having 13 climate types, with the KG13 classiﬁcation. Each classiﬁcation has its own legend to stress that clusterderived climate types may have diﬀerent meanings than KG climate types

4 Climate Search
CS is an interactive, online visualization tool for ﬁnding locations around the world
having climate similar to a user-selected query. The main idea of a CS is to select
a location, obtain a LC (represented by a time series) for this location, and ask an
algorithm to ﬁnd all locations around the world that have similar climates (on the
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basis of the DTW dissimilarity function). Thus, CS works on the principle of queryby-example. A CS uses three climate variables—T, P, dT—and the modiﬁed (l)
normalization.
We have developed a web application called ClimateEx (Climate Explorer) to
enable world-wide CS. ClimateEx is available at (http://sil.uc.edu). The core calculation engine of this application is written in the C language and uses parallel
processing. The user interface (Fig. 7) runs in the web browser environment, and
is powered by the web-mapping library OpenLayers 3 (Santiago 2015). ClimateEx
allows a user to browse a background map, select a location of interest, and calculate
a climate similarity map. It also allows a user to download the resulting similarity
map in the GeoTIFF format. A single search takes about 40 s.
When working with ClimateEx, a typical work ﬂow is as follows. A user browses
a background map (pan and zoom operations) to locate a place of interest and clicks
on the map to point to a precise a location that starts the calculations. Once the
calculations are ﬁnished, a generated similarity map is displayed in the web browser
that can be explored using a Bing map in the background as a reference. ClimateEx

(a)

(b)

A
M

average montly precipitation

D

J
J
S

F
N

O

A
M

J

average montly temperature

(c)

Fig. 7 A search for places with climate similar to that in Phoenix, Arizona. a Location of the query
climate. b Circular climatogram of the query climate; months are labeled by their ﬁrst letters. c A
similarity map
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can hold more than one similarity map at the same time to compare between diﬀerent
searches.
We demonstrate the utility of CS with two examples. The ﬁrst example is the location of Phoenix, Arizona (Fig. 7), as a query produced a map of the world showing
other locations having climates similar to that in the Phoenix area. A character of
the LC in Phoenix (a query) is illustrated by a circular climatogram—a parametric
graph with T on the x-axis and P on the y-axis. The closed polyline represents an
annual cycle of these two parameters. The climatogram describes Phoenix climate
as warm and dry, with the peak P in the summer months (monsoon). A red-to-green
color gradient in the similarity map shows the degree of similarity to the query climate that goes large to small. The similarity map reveals that climate in Phoenix is
similar (to various degrees) to LCs of North Africa, Australia’s interior, the Arabian
Peninsula, the Gobi desert, and the Kalahari desert, as well as a LC in Patagonia.
These areas also are arid, and their annual cycle of T and P are similar to that in
Phoenix except, for a possible time shift.
The second example is the location of Dallas, Texas (Fig. 8). The climatogram
indicates that the LC in Dallas is warm and its P is, on average, about ﬁve times

(b)
average montly precipitation

(a)

M

A
O
M

S

F

J

J
N

D

A

J

average montly temperature

(c)

Fig. 8 A search for places with climate similar to that in Dallas, Texas. a Location of the query
climate. b Circular climatogram of the query climate; months are labeled by their ﬁrst letters. c A
similarity map
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higher then in Phoenix. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence exists in the shape of the climatogram, indicating a diﬀerent annual cycle of climate variables. The similarity
map shows that climates similar to that in Dallas are found across the United States
in the region that roughly coincides with “Tornado Alley” and also are found across
South America in the region called “El Pasillo de los Tornados”. Other regions in
the world where similarity is 50 % (denoted by red in the map) also coincide with
the occurrence of tornadoes. Users can compare the similarity map with the map of
tornado regions at https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/climate-information/extreme-events/
us-tornado-climatology.

5 Conclusions
Our proposed data-oriented method of CC is a step forward in the eﬀort to study
spatial regionalization of world climates. There is no a single “best” classiﬁcation
of climate continuum. An advantage of our method over the KGC is that it is based
on a data-driven methodology, and it produces classiﬁcations that are customized to
a particular task. For example, the KGC uses vegetation as a proxy to discriminate
between diﬀerent climates, whereas our classiﬁcations are based purely on climatic
data with no ties to vegetation. These diﬀerences in approach explain diﬀerences in
maps of climate types. The diﬀerent maps being similar is a testimony that various
environmental factors (such as, for example, vegetation) are quite correlated with
climate.
Within a clustering methodology for global classiﬁcation of climates, we introduce two innovations: representing LCs as time series, and using the DTW as a
dissimilarity function. We submit that such an approach is better suited to compare
climates than a standard approach consisting of vector representation and a Euclidean dissimilarity function.
Finally, a similarity search is an original, data-oriented approach to explore and
visualize the spatial distribution of climates. It complements classiﬁcation as a tool
to study the spatial distribution of climates. Whereas CC yields an overall but highly
simpliﬁed view of the spatial arrangement of diﬀerent climates, the CS provides
more narrowly focused, but also more speciﬁc information. CS can only be achieved
using the notion of climate similarity, and hence cannot be constructed on the basis
of the KGC. Note that CS does not just retrieve a few best matches; it produces the
entire similarity map showing both similar as well as dissimilar regions. CS can be
used for visualization of climate change with a query taken from today’s LC and
applied to a grid of future climates calculated by a climate prediction algorithm. It
also can be used to evaluate the degree of climate homogeneity necessary to maintain
a given environment.
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